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1. Abstract 
The motivation for this project was the development of a platform that would allow 
patients using gait analysis devices more independence. Currently the most accurate systems 
for gait analysis are bulky and complex, usually using a video system. There are some 
manufacturers of simple shoe pad systems, however the usage of the systems is restrictive, and 
a medical supervisor is needed to use the accompanying software. With the shoe insole system 
proposed by our project, the calculation of normal and shear forces would be plausible. With 
these three calculations together, a more accurate solution to in-home gait analysis may be 
possible. 
Secondly, this system can also be applied to robotics. By using the shoe pad on the 
bottom of legged robots, shear and normal forces can be easily measured, to determine how a 
robot’s foot slips. The center of pressure on the robot’s foot would also be able to be 
calculated. Thus the device could possibly be used in applications to help legged robots balance.  
 This project was able to measure normal pressure to the sensors with a high level of 
accuracy. The results of calibration of the sensor array led to linear results up to two and a half 
times the standing body weight of a 175 pound person with a size 10 shoe. The r-squared value 
of the results was 0.9925 showing the results were indeed linear. The hysteresis values of the 
sensor were 5.85%. The team was unable to calibrate the sensor to provide useable shear force 
data, although future ideas have been provided to further the sensor’s ability to calculate shear 
stress.
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1 Introduction 
In both gait analysis and robotics, more sensors and parameters that can be measured 
equate to a more repeatable and precise system. In both situations, questions are still being 
raised if the current technology is accurate and repeatable enough (Mackey, Stott, & Walt, 
2008) (McDonough, Batavia, Chen, Kwon, & Ziai, 2001). Currently, the effect of measuring shear 
stresses under the foot during a patients gait is a known factor for ulcerations in diabetes 
patients (Clark, 1996). Although the study of shear on gait analysis is known to be a necessary 
factor in diagnosing poor walking habits in diabetic patients, an affordable and mobile gait 
analysis device that measures shear stress has yet to be introduced. 
As the robotic field grows, the need for more diverse and powerful sensors is growing 
rapidly. One such sensor is one with skin-like sensing capabilities. Human skin is able to sense 
shear stress, normal force, heat, and deformation. Skin is what allows humans to pick up an 
object while not knowing the weight previously. When picking an object up, one simply just 
grasps an object harder when it starts to slip. Slip is simply a change in shear stress. When an 
object starts to slip out of one’s hands, the shear stress becomes extremely small. Thus for a 
robot to deal with unknown objects, shear force can be considered an improvement upon the 
sensing capabilities of current systems. 
To address the questions and problems raised by robotics and gait analysis applications, 
a solution using the elastic properties of silicone rubber is proposed in this research. By 
embedding a magnet within silicone and having a three-axis magnetic field sensor under the 
magnet, the forces applied to the silicone can be determined based on the change in magnetic 
field measurements. 
A gait analysis system for normal and shear force measurements of various pressure 
points along the foot is needed for multiple medical purposes. Millions of people suffer from 
plantar neuropathy, stroke and cerebral palsy in the United States. Each of these diseases has 
an effect on the gait of the patient. To bring back the patient to a normal gait, a doctor or a 
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physical therapist relies on a gait analysis system to measure the progression of rehabilitation 
as well as preventing regression in gait therapy. Currently, many patients must visit a clinic in 
order for a doctor or therapist to accurately measure their gait. While the time it takes to get an 
accurate analysis is only around thirty minutes (The Sports Medicine Clinic, 2011), lack of free 
time or easy transportation can make it inconvenient for people to get to a clinic or a hospital. 
Thus, a method for analyzing gait that is available for home use as well as easy monitoring by a 
doctor without requiring a visit to the lab is desired by people not able to easily make a trip to a 
doctor’s office or gait analysis lab. 
Plantar neuropathy is a condition where the sufferers lose the sensation in one or more 
points in their feet due to dead nerves. Diabetes is responsible for 30% of the plantar 
neuropathy cases. The other causes include cancer, alcohol, trauma, kidney failure, vitamin 
deficiency, and AIDS with 30% of the cases being due to unknown causes (The Foundation for 
Peripheral Neuropathy, 2015) (Minisun LLC, 2015). A shoe sole equipped with a high density of 
sensors would be able to detect plantar neuropathy before it progresses. Stroke patients are 
another group of patients that commonly use gait analysis systems. Around 795,000 instances 
of stroke are recorded every year in the United States (Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, 2015). When a stroke occurs, there is an 88 percent chance that the patient will 
have a form of hemiparesis, or weakness of one side of the body (Bruno-Petrina, 2014). This 
would suggest that there would be around 700,000 patients requiring some level of gait 
rehabilitation. Cerebral palsy is yet another group of patients needing gait analysis systems. In 
the United States, around 10,000 babies are born with cerebral palsy each year and there are 
currently 765,000 people living with cerebral palsy in the United States (CerebralPalsy.org, 
2015). A gait analysis system with a wide range of measurement capabilities, such as normal 
force, shear force, and acceleration data, would give more feedback to doctors to improve 
rehabilitation customized for the specific patient. 
Outside of patient cases, many competitive sports that include running have a desire for 
gait analysis. In competitive running, perfecting stride is a necessary component to success and 
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musculoskeletal health. In America alone, there were over 18 million competitive runners in 
2013 (Jacobsen & Harshbarger, 2015). This presents the largest group of possible users. The 
limiting factor in supplying such a customer base is price. Unlike the cost for the medical usage 
of gait analysis devices, which can be covered by insurance, the cost of home-use gait analysis 
devices would need to be funded by the private customers, limiting the possible cost to 
produce such a system. To overcome the problem of cost, less individual sensors could be used 
in the sensor matrix. The determination of athletic performance could be then calculated using 
a larger amount data that has been averaged to smooth less accurate results. 
Not only would the sensor system proposed be able to measure the gait of humans, but 
it would be able to measure the gait of bi-pedal human-like robots. Currently many legged 
robots are being researched. One of the many short comings of such robots is the balance. Even 
though walking is a simple action for humans, it is not a simple problem in robotics. A leg 
slipping in a situation with uneven ground may destroy a robot if it not able to recover. 
Currently, even multi-million dollar robots such as the DARPA funded Atlas robot use 
accelerometers for balance (Smith, 2014). The bottoms of Atlas’s feet are just solid metal with 
rubber soles, without sensors. By using shear and normal force sensors, tasks such as regaining 
balance may be easier.  
In the application of legged robots, human gait parameters and motion would first have 
to be discovered before the sensor system could be used on a robot. Thus, the more knowledge 
we gain about human biomechanics, the better the sensor could be applied to robot mechanics 
that mimic human motion. 
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2. Background 
2.1 Gait Motion 
 To understand the devices that currently exist in gait analysis, research was first 
conducted on the gait cycle and the parameters measured in gait analysis. The cycle of the gait 
can be broken down into two major phases: stance phase and swing phase. Stance phase 
occurs when the foot is in contact with the ground. On the other hand swing phase is when the 
foot is not in contact with the ground. Another important set of terms to know when analyzing 
gait is “heel strike” and “toe off”. It has been shown that during heel strike a runner may apply 
more than three times their body weight, while on toe off, a runner many apply four to seven 
times their body weight (Elert, 1999). These phases of the gait allude to the angle of the foot 
when the foot impacts the ground and the angle at which it leaves the ground respectively. In 
Figure 1, the motion and phases of the gait are shown (note that the figure references the right 
leg in blue).  
 
Figure 1: Phases of the Gait 
 Another important phase Figure 1 accurately shows is the load response and pre-swing 
phases. Load response occurs after heel strike, and lasts until the full weight is transferred on 
the foot. Pre-swing is the phase when the opposite foot is going through the load response 
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phase. Pre-swing and load response phases are considered a double or dual support phase as 
both feet are in contact with the ground during these phases. When only one foot is in contact 
with the ground, it is called a single support phase. Some metrics to be calculated from gait 
analysis are the pitch, displacement, swing phase motion, force distribution in three axis, and 
heel strike and toe off timing. These metrics would give a lot of vital information for diagnosis 
and rehabilitation purposes such as the balance of the user, concentrated stress on certain 
points along the foot, and favoring a foot. 
2.2 Existing Systems 
In order to make sure we develop an innovative technology that is filling a significant gap, we 
conducted a thorough background research of the current gait analysis technologies. These gait 
analysis systems can be categorized under four main approaches with some technologies using 
multiple approaches at the same time: 
 Acceleration based data acquisition systems 
 Force based data acquisition systems 
 Switch based toe off time systems 
 Video based data acquisition systems 
2.3 Acceleration Based Data Acquisition 
2.3.1 IDEEA System 
The IDEEA system is an accelerometer based gait analysis system built to mainly help 
cerebral palsy patients and patients with sports rehabilitation (Minisun LLC, 2015) (Mackey, 
Stott, & Walt, 2008). To record data, the IDEEA system utilizes five accelerometers, one on each 
foot and thigh, and one on the torso, as well as a monitor on the hip. The system is 
interconnected through wires that need to be taped to the patient while the microcontroller is 
attached to the hip with a belt. The system is reliable when measuring for progression of injury 
rehabilitation (Minisun LLC, 2015), however it didn't have very repeatable results for gait 
measurements of cerebral palsy patients (Mackey, Stott, & Walt, 2008). Impact and 
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acceleration measurements were the most effective measurements recorded by the system 
while distance measurements had reliability issues (Mackey, Stott, & Walt, 2008). 
2.4 Forced Based Data Acquisition Systems 
2.4.1 F-Scan Pressure Mapping 
F-Scan pressure mapping system uses 960 force sensitive resistors in a matrix form to 
collect dynamic pressure, force and timing data for various research and clinical applications 
(Tekscan, 2015). The system is used for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in clinical 
applications. The shoe sole can communicate with a computer using three different methods: 
tethered, wireless, and data-logging. The tethered system has a scan rate of 750 Hz and allows 
the subject to be 100 feet away from the computer (Tekscan, 2015). The wireless system has a 
scan rate of 100 Hz with 328 feet allowable distance from the computer (Tekscan, 2015). Data-
logger uses an internal memory that allows maximum scan rate and has no distance limit 
(Tekscan, 2015). However, this sensor has very high calibration error, creep and hysteresis as 
well as having low durability and repeatability (Woodburn & Helliwell, 1996). 
 
Figure 2: Insole of F-Scan System  
Figure 3: F-Scan System being worn 
 
2.4.2  Smart Shoes 
The smart shoe consists of 4 air bladders implanted inside a shoe (at toe, heel, and two 
different metatarsophalangeal joint regions) and a sensor box with air pressure sensors and a 
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battery implanted in the back of the shoe (Kong & Tomizuka, 2009). It measures the ground 
contact forces in these four areas and measures the gait phases (Kong & Tomizuka, 2009). Then 
using this information, it tries to detect abnormalities in the ground contact forces (GCF) and 
gait phase sequences using algorithms. The system has a repeatability of over 97% (Kong & 
Tomizuka, 2009), however it has low accuracy and is not compared to any gait analysis systems 
that are known to be accurate. 
2.4.3  GAITRite 
The GAITRite system is based on a pressure sensor matrix laid out in a carpet format. 
The system is 60 cm wide and 360 cm long (GAITRite, 2015). The system can reliably calculate 
distance of stride, as well as time between heel strike on and toe off (McDonough, Batavia, 
Chen, Kwon, & Ziai, 2001). The system had no way to report contact angles of the foot during 
heel strike and toe off as well as foot position during swing recovery. The system is also large 
and not available for home use. 
2.5 Switch Based Data Acquisition Systems 
2.5.1  PAGAS System 
The PAGAS system uses two force triggered switches to calculate the time of phases of the gait 
(Wagner & Ganz, 2012). One switch was placed on the heel while the other on the front of the 
foot. This allowed for the system to know if the user is initiating heel strike, in mid-stance, 
starting toe off, or in the swing phase. A microcontroller would then compute the time each 
phase takes. Since the system was completely discrete in its force reading, no normal forces 
could be calculated as well as any angles of heel strike or toe off. Figure 4 shows the PAGAS 
system and where the sensors were placed. 
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Figure 4: PAGAS system sensor placement 
2.6 Video Based Data Acquisition Systems 
2.6.1  3-D Gait 
3-D Gait is a video capture based gait analysis system. It uses multiple cameras to 
measure the rotations and flexes of the ankle, knee, hip and pelvis (Running Injury Clinic, 2015). 
In a research study, the repeatability of the motions was calculated by Pearson's correlation 
coefficients. The correlation coefficients were between 0.85 and 0.98 for each joint except for 
the hip, which had a low correlation coefficient of 0.56 (Westhoff, Hirsch, Hefter, Wild, & 
Krauspe, 2004). The downfall of the 3-D Gait system is the price and experience one needs to 
operate the system. 
2.7 Multiple-Approach Systems 
2.7.1  Shoe-Integrated Wireless Sensor System 
The gait shoe has three orthogonal accelerometers, three orthogonal gyroscopes, four 
force sensitive resistors, two bidirectional bend sensors, two dynamic pressure sensors, as well 
as electric field height sensors (Morris Bamberg, Benbasat, Scarborough, Krebs, & Paradiso, 
2008). This system can provide a detailed gait analysis using the various sensors implanted 
inside and outside the shoe to measure pitch, displacement, and heel-strike and toe-off timings, 
and the data transfer from the GaitShoe works at 75 Hz (Morris Bamberg, Benbasat, 
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Scarborough, Krebs, & Paradiso, 2008). Its intended use is to get feedback from various patients 
during physical therapy and to help in cost-effective ergonomics research since its price is $500 
per foot (Morris Bamberg, Benbasat, Scarborough, Krebs, & Paradiso, 2008). The drawback of 
the system is its usage of force sensitive resistors that causes creep, hysteresis, and low 
repeatability for the force measurements. 
 
Figure 5: Schematic of the Shoe-Integrate wireless system 
2.8 Gap in Technology 
Currently, there seems to be a lack of a reliable and repeatable gait analysis system for 
home use that is also cost effective. Other issues to be addressed are the sensor density and 
shear stress measuring capabilities. There are currently no high-density sensor gait analysis 
systems that are available for home use. Also, there are not many systems available that can 
measure shear stress in multiple points along the foot. Features that almost all systems 
addressed to with varying degrees of success were, force on the various parts of the foot, stride 
time, swing time, stance time, time between heel strike and toe off, and impact angles. For a 
device to be considered competitive in gait analysis systems, it must at least address all of the 
topics described. In order to detect high pressure points under the foot for the diagnostics of 
plantar neuropathy patients, the device needs to have high density of sensors. Also, a device 
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that can measure shear stress on multiple points along the foot would be very useful for 
optimizing gait in many applications such as competitive running and biped robot gait. 
3. Design 
3.1 Project Goal 
Considering the drive of our project and the gap in the current technology, our main 
goal is to measure normal forces along the foot at as many points as possible. Our secondary 
goals are measuring the shear forces at each of the points normal force is measured and 
tracking the motion of the foot in the air to determine the stage of the gait cycle at a certain 
time. 
3.2 Design Specifications 
Analyzing the current technologies in the field of gait analysis, we came up with some 
design specifications to help us build our gait analysis device: 
 Normal force measurements will be between 0-100 psi 
o Expected force created from a human 
 Total number of sensor along one foot will be 500 
o To compete with TekScan 
 Resolution will be 2 sensors/cm2 
o Based off of average foot size and previous specification 
 The accuracy of force and acceleration measurement will be within 3% 
o To compete with other devices 
 The manufacturing cost will be below 2500 USD 
o Found by estimating the cost of 500 sensors per foot 
 The update frequency will be 100 Hz 
o To compete with TekScan 
 Hysteresis will be below 21% 
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o To compete with resistive force sensor based systems 
 Creep will be below 19% 
o To compete with resistive force sensor based systems 
 The repeatability of results will be within 5% 
o To be more repeatable than accelerometer based systems 
 The information will be visually represented with less than 10 second delay that does 
not increase with run time 
o Determined to be helpful in determining errors in the system 
 The device will use a magnetic sensitive solution 
o Determined at beginning of project 
 The device will be flexible 
o Needs to be able to flex with foot while not breaking 
 The device will have a Bluetooth capability 
o Increases the ability of patients to be independent 
 The device will be comfortable 
o Increase user satisfaction 
 The device will be easy to use 
o Increase user satisfaction 
 The device will be battery powered 
o To increase patient independence 
 The device will be noninvasive 
o To increase patient usability 
3.3 Preliminary Designs 
3.3.1 Circuit Design 
For preliminary testing of the sensors, a 3-by-3 sensor matrix was designed. Since there 
were numerous circuit lines and connections among them, several multi-layered circuit designs 
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were studied. The first design was 3-layered to allow for the each communication and power 
line to be connected to each sensor which is shown in Figure 6.  
  
Figure 6: 3-layered circuit design for a 3-
by-3 sensor matrix 
 
The second circuit was improved to be 2-layered shown in Figure 7. In order to do this, 
one of the lines was planned to be connected through external wires.  
  
Figure 7: 2-layered circuit design for a 3-by-3 sensor matrix 
 
3.3.2 Data Representation 
For the representation of the data, a matrix representation was chosen where each box 
represents a sensor. The circles inside the boxes change color depending on the normal force. 
Red color implies high normal forces, while green color implies low normal force. Shear stress is 
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shown by the position change of the circles in the direction of the shear force. This would result 
in a uniform representation of normal and shear forces applied on the sensors.     
 
Figure 8: Demonstration of showing shear and normal force representations 
Figure 8 shows what a possible visualization of normal and shear force may look like. The center 
dot represents a high normal force compared to the surrounding dots and the shear force 
would be forward and slightly left. The force scale visualized is absolute. Figure 9 shows how 
the matrix can easily be scaled to show more data points. A possible addition after the sensors 
are calibrated is adding a scale on the side showing what colors relate to what forces.  
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Figure 9: Scalability of the matrix 
 
3.3.3 Communication Between Matlab and the Sensors 
The simplest and proven way to communicate with the sensors and Matlab is through an 
Arduino connected via a USB cable. However, since an Arduino can only run at 16 MHz, the 
clock cycles required to request a sensor for information, convert the signal to serial, and send 
it to Matlab limits the update frequency. A possible way to avoid this bottleneck in 
communication is creating a completely digital circuit without a microcontroller that will run on 
a timer and counter to choose which sensor is enabled. 
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Figure 10: Communication Idea 
 
Figure 10 shows the idea for communicating with sensor without an Arduino. Yellow lines show 
that the sensors master in slave out, and master out slave in will be connected straight to 
Matlab via a serial port. A timer will tell Matlab when to request data from the sensors while a 
counter hooked up to a multiplexor will chose which sensor will be chosen. 
4. Methodology 
4.1 Communication 
Communication between the sensors and the visualization software was a two-step 
process. First the sensors would be pinged via serial peripheral interface (SPI) of the Arduino. 
The sensors then would send three bit arrays to the Arduino representing the x, y and z 
magnetic field parameters. The Arduino would then parse the variables and turn them into 
decimal integers. These values would then be sent over a serial communication cable to 
Matlab. Sensor in the array would produce one line of serial communication. Each time Matlab 
received a new line character, Matlab would find all occurrences of “&&” characters before the 
next new line. If there was exactly three occurrences of “&&”, Matlab would assume there 
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were no communication errors. The variable before the first set of “&&” was the number of the 
sensor in the array while the next three variables where respectively the x, y, and z components 
of the magnetic fields.  After parsing the variables from the serial communication, Matlab 
would then perform calculations on the variables. After the data collection was finalized, 
Matlab would return the preferred force versus time graphs for the desired sensors and force 
directions which can be seen in Figure 11.
 
Figure 11: X, Y, and Z magnetic field plots shown by Matlab 
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After Matlab recorded the values given by the sensors, it would give the user to replay the 
sensors motion. Since Matlab would timestamp each reading from the Arduino, it was possible 
to replay the motion of the sensor at real speed after the recording took place. The view of the 
window can be seen in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12: The replay feature incorporated into the Matlab code 
The Arduino code can be seen in Appendix A. The Matlab code can be found in Appendix C. 
4.2 Circuit 
The circuitry for the sensor array required multiple layers. The number of layers was 
reduced to two with the use of zero ohm resistors. Then the top circuit layer was cut at certain 
areas to allow access to the second layer. The bottom layer was fixed to the top layer face up 
with tape around the sides as shown in Figure 13a. The sensors were soldered with parts both 
on the first and the second layer to complete the circuit as shown in Figure 13b. 
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                                       (a)                                                                                                                           (b) 
Figure 13: Circuit for the sensor array. (a) Two layers of the circuit attached together. (b) Two-layer circuit with sensors soldered 
on. 
 In order to account for the future use of the accelerometer in the shoe-pad, the PCB 
part of the circuit was made longer on one side. Also, the PCB's length on the other side was 
also increased to bring the lines where the cables were to be connected more closed to each 
other to make the identification during the soldering process easier. Also, extra PCB on each 
side of the actual circuit was printed, so that the circuit could be pressed down to the bottom of 
the mold with the sides as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows what the fully soldered circuit 
looked like before being molded. 
 
Figure 14: Improved two-layer circuit with sensors soldered on. 
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Figure 15: Fully soldered circuit 
 4.3 Mold 
  4.3.1 Sensor Mold 
The molding of the sensor array was a two-step process. The mold consisted of three 
parts: the base, cut into two parts to allow easy removal of the sensor array after the molding 
process, the first cap and the second cap. Figure 16a shows the completely populated circuit 
placed on the bottom of the base of the mold. For the first step, the first cap was placed on the 
base of the mold as shown in Figure 16b, and the uncured silicone was poured into the mold 
through the holes at the top of the cap. The bottom of the first cap was designed to leave holes 
on top of the mold. The mold would be baked inside an oven to speed up the hardening 
process. After the first step was completed, the magnets, which the sensors use to detect force, 
were placed into these holes left by the first cap. For the second step, the second cap would be 
placed on the base of the mold, and the top of the magnets would be covered with silicone, 
giving the sensor array a smooth surface as shown in Figure 16c. Then the mold would be baked 
again, and the complete sensor array would be removed from the mold. 
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                                                           (a)                                                                                                                           (b)  
 
                (c)                                (d) 
Figure 16: One-part Mold. (a) Base of the mold with the complete circuit on the bottom. (b) The mold with the first cap on. (c) 
The mold after the first cap removed and the magnets placed. (d) The mold after the silicone hardened with the second cap on. 
 The molding of the sensor array was then improved to isolate the pressure surfaces. 
This new molding consisted of three parts: bottom, middle, and top. Bottom mold included the 
circuitry and consisted of a base and two removable sides that went on top of the PCB 
extensions of the circuit to not allow the circuit to move until the silicone cures as shown in 
Figure 17a-b. The removable sides also allowed easy removal of the bottom mold once the 
silicone hardens. The middle part didn't include any components and was solid silicone that 
allowed the change of distance between the ICs and the magnets to find the right thickness 
under the desired pressure range as shown in Figure 17c-d. It was cut into two parts to allow 
easy removal of the mold. The top mold included a rectangular acrylic piece embedding the 
magnets at its center. This mold consisted of three parts: the base, cut into two parts to allow 
easy removal of the sensor array after the molding process, the first cap and the second cap. 
First cap left the holes for the acrylic pieces that hold the magnets and gaps between the 
sensors to form isolated pressure surfaces as shown in Figure 17e. The second cap went around 
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the already formed structure and allowed the pouring of silicone on top of the acrylic pieces to 
stabilize them as shown in Figure 17f.  
 
                                                           (a)                                                                                                                           (b) 
 
                                                           (c)                                                                                                                           (d) 
 
                                                           (e)                                                                                                                           (f) 
Figure 17: Three-part Mold. (a) Bottom mold with the complete circuit on the bottom. (b) Bottom mold with the sides on and the 
silicone poured in. (c) Middle mold without the silicone. (d) Middle mold with the silicone. (e) Top mold after the first cap is 
placed and the silicone is poured in. (f) Top mold with the second cap after the acrylic plates are placed and the silicone p oured 
in. 
After all three parts of the mold were created; the layers were put together to form the final 
sensor as seen in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows the finalized sensor after molding. 
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Figure 18: All three parts of the mold put together to form the final sensor array. 
 
Figure 19: Finalized molded sensor 
 
  4.3.2 Shoe-pad Mold 
 The molding of the shoe-pad consisted of three steps. Four layers of acrylic were used to 
create the mold. In the first step, a shoe-shaped base part was placed under a very thin layer of 
empty acrylic outline of the shoe-pad design. Silicone was poured in. When the first layer of 
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silicone was hardened, a thick layer of acrylic outline was placed on the current setup. This 
outline included parts in it to leave holes for two sensors, one in front and one in the back, and 
let the cables for the sensors get out from the sides. Silicone was poured in this thicker layer of 
outline on top of the already hardened silicone. After this second layer was hardened, another 
thick outline was placed on the setup with parts to leave holes for the sensors. This last layer 
brought the shoe-pad to the same height as the sensors when they were placed inside the 
shoe-pad mold. The original design was changed to that shown in Figure 20 due to cost related 
issues. As it can be seen in Figure 20, the two sensor arrays are placed at the heel and front part 
of the foot corresponding to first through third metatarsal heads, which are important in gait 
cycle due to their location. Also, the highest pressure values under the feet of adults are found 
at the second and the third metatarsal heads (Hermann, 1995). Hardening process for the shoe-
pad mold didn't include baking, since the shoe-pad mold was too big to fit in the oven at the 
WPI Soft Robotics Lab. As a result, after each step mold would be left to harden overnight. 
 
Figure 20: Shoe-pad Mold. Two 3-by-3 sensor array are placed at the heel and at the front corresponding to the first through 
third metatarsal head. 
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4.4 Finite Element Analysis 
 For the purpose of finite element analysis (FEA), ABAQUS was used. The aim was to 
confirm that under the possible pressure range, the isolated pressure structures would not 
collide. In order to do this base of the sensor mold with the middle pressure structure was 
created for two-dimensional analysis. Ogden hyperelastic model was used for the silicone 
interface, and the acrylic piece inside the pressure surface was omitted from the design, 
because it isn't very feasible to obtain accurate results when the hyperelastic material is in 
contact with more rigid materials, especially when the load is highly compressive (Abaqus 
Analysis User's Manual, 2016). The material properties for the DragonSkin 10 silicone we used 
were previously calculated by the WPI Soft Robotics Lab. Four pressure steps ranging from 50 
kPa to 200 kPa with increments of 50 kPa were applied on the pressure surface as shown in 
Figure 21. ABAQUS algorithms give more accurate results if the hyperelastic model is in tension. 
Since our application required compressive loading, a tensile constant pressure of 100 
microPascal was added on the side of the base of the structure, as seen in Figure 21, to get 
more accurate results overall. This tensile pressure is so small compared to our compressive 
pressure loading that it doesn't affect our results significantly, but it allows the software to run 
smoother. The structure was fixed at the bottom and on the sides to prevent movement. Then, 
the deformation was analyzed to see whether or not the pressure structure was deformed on 
the sides more than the half of the air gaps provided. If they deformed more than that, it would 
show the air gaps would need to be wider to isolate the pressure structures. 
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Figure 21: Two-dimensional ABAQUS Model showing applied pressures and constraints 
4.5 Calibration 
 The calibration of the sensors was not a trivial process. With each sensor involved in the 
array, values communicated by each IC could vary slightly at similar forces do to magnets being 
embedded slightly differently or various defects in the silicone as the arrays were handmade, 
thus having human error. Thus it was necessary to calibrate each sensor individually. This 
process of calibration was initially done only once per sensor, using the set up shown below in 
Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Testing setup 
In this setup, a vertical, variable force was applied to the individual sensors. Weight was 
increased from roughly 0 grams to 278 grams for the initial prototype which used Ecoflex 0030 
and DragonSkin 10 silicone.12 This correlated to 0 to 220kPa of pressure.  
After the change in the array to having air gaps in-between magnets, multiple sensors 
could be tested at once. Thus a new set up was designed to apply force to the array. This new 
set up can be seen in Figure 23. 
                                                          
1 https://www.smooth-on.com/product-line/ecoflex/ 
2 https://www.smooth-on.com/product-line/dragon-skin/ 
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Figure 23: (a) Second rendition of the testing fixture (b) Fixture with an angle 
 The second testing fixture was originally designed to apply force to all sensors at once, 
however, after realizing that it would take 9 kilograms to apply 220 kPa to the sensors, it was 
decided that only three sensors would be calibrated at a time. As the platform was made out of 
quarter inch thick acrylic plastic, 9 kilograms would strain the plastic structure too much. The 
force applicator was mounted on a swivel to allow forces to be applied at various angles. Figure 
23b shows the fixture with an angled base that the circuit would be laid on to provide an angled 
force, thus applying normal and shear pressures at a desired ratio. 
5. Results and Discussion 
5.1 Finite Element Analysis 
 After the model was created in ABAQUS and the incremental pressures up to 200 kPa 
were applied, we analyzed strain values. The strain values in the horizontal axis can be seen in 
Figure 24. Red color represents maximum positive strains, while the blue color represents the 
maximum negative strains in the spectrum. 
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Figure 24: Elastic Strain Values in Y-Axis after and incremental pressure of 200 kPa 
 As it can be seen in Figure 24, the strain values are very small. The positive strain values 
would show if the top structure moves in the horizontal direction enough to collide with the 
surrounding structures under the given pressure. Maximum positive strain values on the top 
structure are around 10-10. The smallest air gap between the pressure structures is 3.23 mm. 
With the given strain values, the displacement values due to the compressive pressure are 
much smaller than the half of the air gaps. Therefore, this structure theoretically works for our 
purpose.  
 
Figure 25: Shear Strain Values in XY direction after and incremental pressure of 200 kPa 
 Figure 25 shows shear strain values due to the pressure applied in the normal direction. 
They appear on the corners of the pressure structures and occur in equal magnitudes but 
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opposite direction that should keep the magnet in its position without rotation. Shear stress 
couldn't be applied on the model, since compression in multiple axes crashed the ABAQUS 
model. This might be due to the fact that biaxial compression is more complex and variable 
than uniaxial compression. Therefore, there is higher possibility for an error factor big enough 
to crash the analysis. Also, it might be a problem due to the WPI servers that the software was 
on rather than a software issue. 
 
Figure 26: Maximum Plastic Strain Values on the structure after and incremental pressure of 200 kPa 
 Figure 26 represents the plastic strain values. It shows that no plastic deformation is 
done on the sensor after 200 kPa pressure.  
5.2 Calibration of Normal Force 
 The initial calibration was done using the Ecoflex 0030 silicone. The response of the 
sensors can be seen in Figure 27. The red series displays the output of the sensor when weights 
were being added to the series while the orange series displays the output values while weight 
was being removed. 
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Figure 27: Response of Ecoflex 0030 Array First Trial 
 As seen in Figure 27, there is a significant difference in values loading and unloading of 
pressure. This shows a significant hysteresis in the Ecoflex 0030 material. This effect is 
decreased with the amount of times the sensor is loaded. This can be shown in Figure 28 and 
Figure 29. The hysteresis of the first trial was 31.7%, while trials two and three were 9.6% and 
13.9% respectively. 
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Figure 28: Response of Ecoflex 0030 Trial 2 
 
Figure 29: Response of Ecoflex 0030 Trial 3 
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After three trials the Ecoflex 0030’s hysteresis properties and response to various 
weights was repeatable. After the design of the silicone was changed to DragonSkin 10 silicone, 
the results from calibration slightly changed.   
 
Figure 30: Output Response of DragonSkin Silicone 
 Figure 30 is an average representative sample of the normal force calibrations from the 
DragonSkin 10 silicone sensors. Unlike Ecoflex 0030 silicone, the DragonSkin 10 silicone did not 
have a memory property where it became more accurate with repetitive loading. Instead, 
DragonSkin 10’s performance was more reliable throughout multiple loadings. The hysteresis 
effect also was less compared to Ecoflex 0030 which was found to be only 5.85% even with one 
repetition. The linearity lasted longer with DragonSkin 10 as pressure was increased to 200kPa. 
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 5.3 Calibration at Angles 
 As the secondary goal of the project was to have successful force measurement at 
angles. Thus after creating the DragonSkin 10 silicone mold with air gaps between sensors, the 
effects of force at two angles were examined. To understand the differences between the 
pressure applied and the angle at which it was applied, a base measurement was taken at all 
pressures to be applied at an angle at a vertical angle. The results of the force can be seen in 
Figure 31. 
 
Figure 31: Normal Force applied on Sensor A 
As one can easily see, the normal force purely affects the Z axis reading from the sensor, 
while the other two readings vary slightly with no significant trend. When the sensor is elevated 
so that the force is applied at a 15 degree angle, one would assume the Z axis would have a 
smaller final reading with a smaller slope. The results of a 15 degree angle can be seen in Figure 
32. 
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Figure 32: Pressure applied at 15 Degrees on Sensor A 
 As one can see, normal force slightly increased until about 150 kPa and then it sharply 
decreased after 150 kPa. As the magnet should have some shear force, the sensor reflects that 
as the X axis is affected. The Y axis does not seem to have any major changes. The sensor was 
then loaded at 30 degrees. The results can be seen in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Pressure applied at 30 degrees on Sensor A 
 When the force was applied at a 30 degree angle, the results were more erratic along 
the normal axis of the sensor. The other two axes seemed to have fairly linear results with little 
change.  
 As angles increased of the applied pressure, the overall z axis along the sensor seemed 
to have decreasing magnetic fields in general. However, before the trend of decreasing z axis 
magnetic field, the field tended to spike, thus indicating a change in motion of the magnet. It is 
likely that the motion of the magnet changed from translational motion to that of rotational 
motion, thus sharply decreasing the magnetic field along the z axis. This was first thought to be 
due to poor data due to human error, but the other sensors had the same trend as can be seen 
in Appendix B. 
 5.4 Obstacles in Procedure 
Throughout the production process, many obstacles slowed down the process. One of 
the hardest problems to overcome was the fragility of the circuit prints. After a sensor was 
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made, all solder connections would be tested. Often the board would work fine initially. 
However after molding the array, it would stop working after the first day. After removing the 
mold, an open circuit along a trace was generally found thus defeating the usability of the 
circuit.  
At first, there were multiple theories on why the circuits were failing. The first theory 
was that as the circuits flexed the solder detached from traces. Another problem that could 
have been avoided was the temperature at which the solder was applied. As it was often 
applied at high temperatures, above 700 degrees Fahrenheit, oxidation would occur up to ten 
times as fast as it should naturally occur and therefore connections would often go bad for 
seemingly no reason at all (Neader, 2009). This problem was only discovered after some 
research when it was determined that the only problem could not just be solder cracking off of 
the copper traces. However, this still did not solve the problem after solder was applied at 
proper temperatures with proper use of flux. Thus the only reason that the circuit was failing 
was the actual traces. This is where the problem was indeed occurring. As the copper was 
extremely thin, the copper would have micro fractures only visible with a microscope. 
Therefore to finally solve all problems involving the circuit, professionally made flexible PCB’s 
were ordered. The differences between traces of a professional part and a handmade part are 
outlined in Figure 34. 
     
Figure 34: Difference between traces of professional part (right) and handmade part (left) 
Another obstacle we had to overcome was to get the DragonSkin 10 silicone into the 
small spaces inside the top part of the three-part mold. The DragonSkin 10 silicone had very 
high viscosity compared to Ecoflex 0030 silicone. Therefore, it wouldn't easily go into the small 
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spaces inside the top mold, and it would often harden before it even started getting into those 
spaces. To overcome this issue, the mold would be held upside down to pour silicone into these 
holes separately. However, this would sometimes leave air bubbles inside the top mold due to 
the air trapped inside and would require redoing of a four-hour long process. 
In addition, finite element analysis was very problematic. ABAQUS doesn't give specific 
errors when a model with hyperelastic material is being used. Therefore, when a problem 
occurred it would take days to figure out what was wrong. ABAQUS software was not very 
accurate when it comes to compressive loads on hyperelastic materials. First, the 
incompressible model used was changed to make it slightly compressible since that is the only 
way ABAQUS can analyze it. Then, the model was changed from 3-dimensional to 2-
dimensional. However, the model would still crash before finishing analysis. Finally, it was 
hypothesized that since the analysis of hyperelastic materials worked better in tension, a very 
small amount of tension would be applied in the axis where the compressive load isn't applied. 
This made the numerical analysis converge without affecting the outcome. 
 
6. Verification and Validation 
 6.1 As a Normal Pressure Sensor 
 As a normal force sensor, the array worked successfully after redesigning it to 
incorporate the DragonSkin 10 silicone with air gaps. The change in magnetic field due to 
applied pressure stayed linear up to two and a half times the pressure exerted by standing body 
weight. Between linear results at high pressures and extremely low creep, the results showed 
that the sensor system was successful as a normal force sensor.  
 6.2 As a Shear Stress Sensor 
 After calibrating the sensor at various angles, we were unable to successfully relate 
pressure applied to the device to the magnetic fields as the magnetic fields on the sensor axis 
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varied greatly without any easily seen correlation. This doesn’t disprove the use of the sensor as 
an angled force and shear stress sensor, as we will outline various ideas for future teams in the 
following section. 
 6.3 Update Frequency of Sensors 
 After eliminating all wait times in the Arduino and Matlab the update frequency per axis 
per sensor in an array of nine sensors was 33Hz. This puts us below our performance goal, 
however we were able to update three axes of information with each update. The limiting 
factor of update frequency was the mandatory wait time between enabling a sensor and 
receiving a message. Ways to speed up the update frequency are outlined in the following 
section. 
6.4 Resolution of Sensors 
 Each sensor was able to fit into a one centimeter square. Thus this resolution in an 
average shoe would allow for around two hundred and fifty sensors to be placed. Again this 
was off of the goal initially set. This number would be hard to meet just due to the size of the IC 
used. 
 6.5 Motion of the Foot 
 As the goal of the project became that of a functionality of a new sensor rather than 
developing a gait analysis platform, the original goal of incorporating an accelerometer was 
dropped. 
 6.6 As a Shoe Insole 
 Unfortunately the circuitry proved to be too delicate to be used in the insole as the 
problem with micro-fractures occurring would happen upon first impact with the shoe insole. 
Due to time limitations, it was unable to be tested with the professionally ordered parts.  
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7. Recommendations for the Future 
 7.1 Improvement of the Circuit Reliability and Update Frequency 
 In order to improve the longevity of the circuit it is imperative to purchase professional 
parts. This will avoid any micro-fractures in the traces as well as decrease the chance of an 
electrical short due to solder flowing onto another trace. 
 The update frequency can be improved by enabling all chips at the same time. Then all 
of the master in slave out and master out slave in lines would have to be multiplexed and 
separated between each sensor in the array. The circuit would also need to have more layers if 
the same resolution per area is to be obtained. Lastly, if more sensors are to be used, a buffer 
and multiple microcontrollers would have to be used in order to keep the update frequency.  
 7.2 Improvements on Shear Readings and Design Applications 
 The utilized Melexis MLX90363 Hall Effect ICs have a functionality where the angle along 
three axis of rotations could also be read. With the magnetic flux data as well as the angles, it 
would be possible to determine the six degrees of freedom of the magnetic field caused by the 
magnets. This however would slow the update frequency to half. To avoid slowing the update 
frequency, another sensor could be used. The MLX90363 has another 16 pin chip with two 
onboard hall-effect sensors this sensor could be used to process angles and magnetic flux 
simultaneously. 
 Another way to determine non-normal forces is to use multiple sensors to measure the 
magnetic field caused by one magnet and using the differences between the sensors.  
 Additionally, the sensors could be improved by decreasing the thickness of the 
components. If the material becomes thinner, the rotation of the magnets would be less likely 
and drastic. Also, a thinner sensor would be more suitable for shoe-pad applications. Current 
sensor thickness varies between 10.2 mm to 13.7 mm. One way to do this is to use thinner 
acrylic pieces to stabilize the magnets. The magnet mold would also have to be altered 
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accordingly. Another way this can be achieved is by decreasing the thickness of circuit mold as 
well. The thickness between the ICs and the magnets can be modified if needed using the 
middle layer. 
8. Conclusion 
 Our project was successful in proving the use of the sensor array as a normal force 
sensor. This was shown by our highly linear calibration results which had an r-squared value of 
0.9925. After changing the material of the sensor array to DragonSkin 10 silicone, the hysteresis 
dropped to 5.85%, thus making the sensor reliable in both loading and unloading situations. 
The sensor array was proven to be easily scalable to better determine different ranges of forces 
by simply changing the thickness of the mold or by using different material, such as EcoFlex 
0030, although EcoFlex 0030 proved to have high hysteresis values. The sensor provided insight 
into more possibilities of determining shear forces on the sensor. We were unable to calibrate 
the sensor to properly determine shear forces. However, during the final weeks of the project, 
it was found that another Melexis sensor, the MLX90363 TSSOP16, has the possibility to 
calculate both magnitudes of magnetic flux along with the angles at which the magnetic fields 
are orientated compared to the sensor. With the recommendations made, such as separating 
the MOSI and MISO communication lines, the update frequency and shear readings could be 
improved creating a novel sensor that is able to detect shear forces despite its relatively small 
physical size. As no small scale and accurate shear force sensors currently exist, the usage of 
such a sensor has potential for use in many industries. Just by narrowing the view and 
application to the medical field in the use of gait analysis as well as a tactile sensor for robotics 
makes the sensor extremely desirable. Currently no basic gait parameters exists based on the 
shear force measurements within the gait cycle, thus the sensor could further the development 
of new parameters in gait analysis that could be useable for patients in need of gait 
rehabilitation.  
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Appendix A: Arduino Code 
#include <DueTimer.h> 
 
 
 
/* 
Code to get data from MLX90363 sensor. 
 
This piece of code gets xyz magnetic flux magnitudes from the  
sensor. It uses a function to compute CRCs. 
 
Arduino Uno is used as the master device and a single MLX90363 
sensor is used as the slave. 
 
Written by Selim Ozel, 08.14.2015 
*/  
 
#include <SPI.h> 
 
 
//Define and initialize CRC array, 256 bytes 
char CRCArray[] = { 
0x00, 0x2F, 0x5E, 0x71, 0xBC, 0x93, 0xE2, 0xCD, 0x57, 0x78, 0x09, 0x26, 
0xEB, 0xC4, 0xB5, 0x9A, 0xAE, 0x81, 0xF0, 0xDF, 0x12, 0x3D, 0x4C, 0x63, 
0xF9, 0xD6, 0xA7, 0x88, 0x45, 0x6A, 0x1B, 0x34, 0x73, 0x5C, 0x2D, 0x02, 
0xCF, 0xE0, 0x91, 0xBE, 0x24, 0x0B, 0x7A, 0x55, 0x98, 0xB7, 0xC6, 0xE9, 
0xDD, 0xF2, 0x83, 0xAC, 0x61, 0x4E, 0x3F, 0x10, 0x8A, 0xA5, 0xD4, 0xFB, 
0x36, 0x19, 0x68, 0x47, 0xE6, 0xC9, 0xB8, 0x97, 0x5A, 0x75, 0x04, 0x2B, 
0xB1, 0x9E, 0xEF, 0xC0, 0x0D, 0x22, 0x53, 0x7C, 0x48, 0x67, 0x16, 0x39, 
0xF4, 0xDB, 0xAA, 0x85, 0x1F, 0x30, 0x41, 0x6E, 0xA3, 0x8C, 0xFD, 0xD2, 
0x95, 0xBA, 0xCB, 0xE4, 0x29, 0x06, 0x77, 0x58, 0xC2, 0xED, 0x9C, 0xB3, 
0x7E, 0x51, 0x20, 0x0F, 0x3B, 0x14, 0x65, 0x4A, 0x87, 0xA8, 0xD9, 0xF6, 
0x6C, 0x43, 0x32, 0x1D, 0xD0, 0xFF, 0x8E, 0xA1, 0xE3, 0xCC, 0xBD, 0x92, 
0x5F, 0x70, 0x01, 0x2E, 0xB4, 0x9B, 0xEA, 0xC5, 0x08, 0x27, 0x56, 0x79, 
0x4D, 0x62, 0x13, 0x3C, 0xF1, 0xDE, 0xAF, 0x80, 0x1A, 0x35, 0x44, 0x6B, 
0xA6, 0x89, 0xF8, 0xD7, 0x90, 0xBF, 0xCE, 0xE1, 0x2C, 0x03, 0x72, 0x5D, 
0xC7, 0xE8, 0x99, 0xB6, 0x7B, 0x54, 0x25, 0x0A, 0x3E, 0x11, 0x60, 0x4F, 
0x82, 0xAD, 0xDC, 0xF3, 0x69, 0x46, 0x37, 0x18, 0xD5, 0xFA, 0x8B, 0xA4, 
0x05, 0x2A, 0x5B, 0x74, 0xB9, 0x96, 0xE7, 0xC8, 0x52, 0x7D, 0x0C, 0x23, 
0xEE, 0xC1, 0xB0, 0x9F, 0xAB, 0x84, 0xF5, 0xDA, 0x17, 0x38, 0x49, 0x66, 
0xFC, 0xD3, 0xA2, 0x8D, 0x40, 0x6F, 0x1E, 0x31, 0x76, 0x59, 0x28, 0x07, 
0xCA, 0xE5, 0x94, 0xBB, 0x21, 0x0E, 0x7F, 0x50, 0x9D, 0xB2, 0xC3, 0xEC, 
0xD8, 0xF7, 0x86, 0xA9, 0x64, 0x4B, 0x3A, 0x15, 0x8F, 0xA0, 0xD1, 0xFE, 
0x33, 0x1C, 0x6D, 0x42 }; 
 
// Pin declarations 
#define minPin 2 
#define maxPin 10 
int initialize = 0; 
//int PinMOSI = ICSP4; 
//int PinMISO = ICSP1; 
//int PinSCK = ICSP3; 
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// Buffers to read/write MLX90363 
uint8_t readBuffer[8] = {0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00}; 
uint8_t writeBuffer[8] = {0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00}; 
 
// Bx,By,Bz variables0 
int16_t Bx = 0; 
int16_t By = 0; 
int16_t Bz = 0; 
 
// Error bits, CRC, virtual gain and rolling counter variables 
uint8_t errorBits = 0; 
uint8_t rollingCounter = 0; 
uint8_t CRC = 0; 
 
// CRC function  
uint8_t ComputeCRC(uint8_t Byte0, uint8_t Byte1, uint8_t Byte2, uint8_t 
Byte3, uint8_t Byte4, uint8_t Byte5, uint8_t Byte6){ 
  uint8_t CRC = 0xFF; 
  CRC = CRCArray[CRC ^ Byte0]; 
  CRC = CRCArray[CRC ^ Byte1]; 
  CRC = CRCArray[CRC ^ Byte2]; 
  CRC = CRCArray[CRC ^ Byte3]; 
  CRC = CRCArray[CRC ^ Byte4]; 
  CRC = CRCArray[CRC ^ Byte5]; 
  CRC = CRCArray[CRC ^ Byte6]; 
  CRC = ~CRC; 
  return CRC; 
} 
 
// Sets the send message flag 
int sendMessage = 0; 
void SendFlag() 
{ 
  sendMessage = 1;   
} 
 
void setup() 
{  
  // Mark comm pins as output or input 
  //pinMode (PinMOSI,OUTPUT); 
  //pinMode (PinMISO,INPUT); 
  //pinMode (PinSCK,OUTPUT); 
   
  // Make the MLX90363 sensor the active slave device 
  for(char pins = minPin; pins <= maxPin; pins++){ 
  pinMode (pins, OUTPUT); 
  } 
  // Begin serial Comm   
  Serial.begin(115200);  
   
  // Required SPI confugration to communicate with MLX90363 
  // Details of SPI settings can be found in "Getting Started  
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  // Guide" [GSG], under "SPI bus protocol". 
  SPI.begin();   
   
  SPI.beginTransaction(SPISettings(500000, MSBFIRST, SPI_MODE1)); 
   
  // Setup Timer for sending/receiving data 
  Timer3.attachInterrupt(SendFlag).start(30000); 
} 
 
void loop() 
{ 
  if(sendMessage){ 
    if(initialize == 0){ 
    for(int pins = minPin; pins <= maxPin; pins++){ 
      digitalWrite(pins, HIGH); 
    } 
    initialize = 1; 
    } 
    // Create a GET1 message. Format of messages are explained in both 
DataSheet  
    // [DS] and GSG.  
    writeBuffer[0] = 0x00; 
    writeBuffer[1] = 0x00; 
    writeBuffer[2] = 0xFF; // Timeout value is set as 65 ms 
    writeBuffer[3] = 0xFF; // Timeout value is set as 65 ms 
    writeBuffer[4] = 0x00; 
    writeBuffer[5] = 0x00; 
    writeBuffer[6] = 0x93; // Marker is set as 2 to get XYZ measurement. OP 
Code for GET1 message: 19 in Decimal.  
    writeBuffer[7] = ComputeCRC(0x00,0x00,0xFF,0xFF,0x00,0x00,0x93); // CRC 
     
    // Transfer the content of writeBuffer to MLX90363. 
    for(char pinSS = minPin; pinSS <= maxPin; pinSS++){ 
    digitalWrite(pinSS,LOW); 
    delayMicroseconds(1); 
    for (int i=0; i<8; i++){ 
      readBuffer[i] = SPI.transfer(writeBuffer[i]); 
    } 
    delayMicroseconds(15); 
    digitalWrite(pinSS,HIGH); 
     
    // Read most significant bits and add the least significant bits. 
    // Do this for Bx, By and Bz. Convert unsigned readBuffer data to  
    // signed data !Ghetto Style -if statements-!. 
    Bx = (readBuffer[1] & 0x3F) << 8; 
    Bx += readBuffer[0]; 
    if(Bx>= 8192){ 
      Bx -= 16384; 
    } 
    By = (readBuffer[3] & 0x3F) << 8; 
    By += readBuffer[2];  
    if(By>= 8192){ 
      By -= 16384; 
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    } 
    Bz = (readBuffer[5] & 0x3F) << 8; 
    Bz += readBuffer[4];  
    if(Bz>= 8192){ 
      Bz -= 16384; 
    } 
     
    // Extract error bits E0 and E1, CRC and rolling counter. 
    errorBits = readBuffer[0]>>6; 
    CRC = readBuffer[7]; 
    rollingCounter = readBuffer[6] & 0x3F; 
     
    // Print results to serial port. Only print them if previous 
    // data is read by the other end. ie: Matlab in my Laptop. 
    //noInterrupts(); 
    char pinSM = pinSS - 1; 
    Serial.print(pinSM, DEC); 
    Serial.print("&&"); 
    Serial.print(Bx, DEC); 
    Serial.print("&&"); 
    Serial.print(By, DEC); 
    Serial.print("&&"); 
    Serial.print(Bz, DEC); 
    Serial.println();  
 
    //interrupts(); 
    } 
    sendMessage = 0; 
  } 
   
}  
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Appendix B: Extraneous Calibration Data 
 Sensor B 
 
Figure 35: Normal Force applied to Sensor B 
 
Figure 36: Pressure applied at 15 degrees to Sensor B 
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Figure 37: Pressure applied at 30 degrees to Sensor B 
 Sensor C 
 
Figure 38: Normal force applied to Sensor C 
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Figure 39: Pressure applied at 15 degrees on Sensor C 
 
Figure 40: Pressure applied at 30 degrees to Sensor C 
Appendix C: Matlab Code 
function Windows = CreateWindows() 
%This is the main function that sets up most of the GUI for the matlab 
  
%This tells how many points there are, this should be a rectangular number 
NoP = 9; 
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%Call create data function to poll the sensor array 
CellArray = CreateData(); 
  
%removes the min and maximum values from the normal and shear force arrays 
%(used to set the min and max values of the axis) 
max_minData = CellArray{1, 9}; 
  
%calls organize data so values can be organized by their pin number 
dataByPin = OrganizeData(CellArray); 
timeByPin = dataByPin{1,1}; 
xValByPin = dataByPin{1,2}; 
yValByPin = dataByPin{1,3}; 
zValByPin = dataByPin{1,4}; 
timePerPin = dataByPin{1,5}; 
  
%sets all the mins and max's for the chart and matrix axis 
        maxX = max_minData(1); 
        minX = max_minData(2); 
        maxY = max_minData(3); 
        minY = max_minData(4); 
        maxZ = max_minData(5); 
        minZ = max_minData(6); 
        Xrange = maxX - minX; 
        Yrange = maxY - minY; 
        Zrange = maxZ - minZ; 
        minX = minX - Xrange*0.075; 
        maxX = maxX + Xrange*0.075; 
        minY = minY - Yrange*0.075; 
        maxY = maxY + Yrange*0.075; 
        minZ = minZ - Zrange*0.075; 
        maxZ = maxZ + Zrange*0.075; 
  
%creates the two windows the second window may be changed based on a non 
%9x9 square 
resultsWind = figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1],'Name', 
'Results of Force Data by Point'); 
movingDot = figure('units','normalized','position',[.1 .1 .4 .75], 'Resize', 
'off','Name', 'Dynamics of Single Point'); 
  
%sets up the layout of the graph window 
set(0, 'currentfigure', resultsWind); 
vertAxis = 2; 
horiAxis = 3; 
presMatrix = gobjects(horiAxis, vertAxis); 
squareSizeX = 1 / horiAxis; 
squareSizeY = 1 / vertAxis; 
  
  
  
for yPos = 1:vertAxis 
    for xPos = 1:horiAxis 
        currentPoint = ((yPos-1) * vertAxis) + xPos; 
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        presMatrix(currentPoint) = subplot(2, 3, (yPos-1)*horiAxis +xPos); 
        if(xPos == 1) 
        elseif(xPos == 2) 
        elseif(xPos == 3) 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
%sets up the top dropdown  
TopTextBox = uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Choose a point to 
display', ... 
    'Position', [15 875 110 50]); 
  
  
TopDropDown = uicontrol('Style', 'popup',... 
           'String', {'1','2','3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9'},... 
           'Position', [20 840 100 50],... 
           'Callback', @settop); 
        
        
  
%sets up bottom drop down 
BottomTextBox = uicontrol('Style', 'text', 'String', 'Choose a point to 
display', ... 
    'Position', [15 375 110 50]);        
        
BottomDropDown = uicontrol('Style', 'popup',... 
           'String', {'1','2','3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9'},... 
           'Position', [20 340 100 50],... 
           'Callback', @setbottom); 
     
        
       %changes the top set of graphs when the top drop down changes 
function settop(source,callbackdata) 
    set(0, 'currentfigure', resultsWind); 
         
        val = source.Value; 
        maps = source.String;  
         
        newtop = val; 
        subplot(2, 3, 1) 
        scatter(timeByPin(newtop, :), xValByPin(newtop, :), 8, 'filled'); 
        axis([0, inf, minX, maxX]); 
        title('X data plotted vs Time'); 
        xlabel('Time in seconds'); 
        ylabel('X raw data from MLX sensor'); 
         
        subplot(2, 3, 2) 
        scatter(timeByPin(newtop, :), yValByPin(newtop, :), 8, 'filled'); 
        axis([0, inf, minY, maxY]); 
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        title('Y data plotted vs Time'); 
        xlabel('Time in seconds'); 
        ylabel('Y raw data from MLX sensor'); 
         
        subplot(2, 3, 3) 
        scatter(timeByPin(newtop, :), zValByPin(newtop, :), 8, 'filled'); 
        axis([0, inf, minZ, maxZ]); 
        title('Z data plotted vs Time'); 
        xlabel('Time in seconds'); 
        ylabel('Z raw data from MLX sensor'); 
         
end 
     
  
  
   %changes the bottom set of graphs when the bottom drop down changes 
   function setbottom(source,callbackdata) 
       set(0, 'currentfigure', resultsWind); 
        val = source.Value; 
        maps = source.String; 
         
        newtop = val; 
        subplot(2, 3, 4) 
        scatter(timeByPin(newtop, :), xValByPin(newtop, :), 8, 'filled'); 
        axis([0, inf, minX, maxX]); 
        title('X data plotted vs Time'); 
        xlabel('Time in seconds'); 
        ylabel('X raw data from MLX sensor'); 
         
        subplot(2, 3, 5) 
        scatter(timeByPin(newtop, :), yValByPin(newtop, :), 8, 'filled'); 
        axis([0, inf, minY, maxY]); 
        title('Y data plotted vs Time'); 
        xlabel('Time in seconds'); 
        ylabel('Y raw data from MLX sensor'); 
         
        subplot(2, 3, 6) 
        scatter(timeByPin(newtop, :), zValByPin(newtop, :), 8, 'filled'); 
        axis([0, inf, minZ, maxZ]); 
        title('Z data plotted vs Time'); 
        xlabel('Time in seconds'); 
        ylabel('Z raw data from MLX sensor'); 
   end 
  
  
%changes the figure to be set up to the replay figure 
set(0, 'currentfigure', movingDot); 
        
        %change these values if the number of points on the matrix changes 
        horiAxisDot = 3; 
        vertAxisDot = 3; 
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        %sets up the gui of the replay feature 
        dotMatrix = gobjects(horiAxisDot, vertAxisDot); 
        arrayOfPoints = zeros(1, NoP); 
        %changes the size of the physical squares 
        squareSizeX = 0.8 / horiAxisDot; 
        squareSizeY = 0.8 / horiAxisDot; 
             
        for yPos = 1:vertAxisDot 
            for xPos = 1:horiAxisDot 
                currentPoint = ((yPos-1) * vertAxisDot) + xPos; 
                dotMatrix(currentPoint) = subplot('Position', [(0.1+((xPos-
1)*(0.8/horiAxisDot))) (0.1+((yPos-1)*(0.8/vertAxisDot))) squareSizeX 
squareSizeY]); 
                arrayOfPoints(currentPoint) = plot(0, 0, '.r', 'MarkerSize', 
200 / vertAxisDot, 'Color',[0,0,0.9]);   % add first plot in 2 x 1 grid 
                set(gca,'XTickLabel','', 'YTickLabel', '') 
                axis([minX, maxX, minY, maxY]); 
            end 
        end 
  
  
%sets up start button 
StartDotArray = uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton',... 
           'String', 'Start',... 
           'Position', [20 20 50 20],... 
           'Callback', @startDotArrays); 
        
   %intiates action by the start button     
    function startDotArrays(source,callbackdata) 
        set(0, 'currentfigure', movingDot); 
        RunSinglePoint(dataByPin, dotMatrix, arrayOfPoints , NoP, 
max_minData); 
  
  
    end 
    CreateExcel(dataByPin, NoP, timePerPin); 
    Windows = 1;% xValByPin(1, :);  
end 
 
function dataArrays = CreateData() 
clear 
close all 
clc 
delete(instrfindall) 
% run('C:\Users\sozel\Desktop\Calibration for Self Contained 
Segment\Optitrack\NatNetSDK\Samples\Matlab\NatNetMatlabSample.m'); 
  
%dont touch for now 
startPin = 1; 
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%number of pins 
NoP = 9; 
  
  
  
s = serial('COM4','BaudRate', 115200); 
fopen(s); 
  
%changes the amount of data points to be taken. make this a multiple of the 
%amount of sensors 
end_time = 1350; 
  
%creates arrays to be filled 
array_all = zeros(5, end_time); 
data_arrayPin = zeros(1,end_time); %pin numbers at a reference of tic number 
data_arrayX = zeros(1,end_time); %x value at a reference of tic number 
data_arrayY = zeros(1,end_time); %y value at a reference of tic number 
data_arrayZ = zeros(1,end_time); %z value at a reference of tic number 
time_array  = zeros(1,end_time); %time at a reference of tic number 
t=0; 
  
%collects data that is to be seperated by '&&' 
tic 
while(t<end_time) 
   data = fscanf(s,'%s'); 
    DataPositions = strfind(data,'&&'); 
    if(3 == numel(strfind(data, '&&'))) 
    if(numel(DataPositions~=0)) 
        t=t+1; 
        data0 = data(1:1); 
        data1 = data(DataPositions(1)+2:DataPositions(2)-1); 
        data2 = data(DataPositions(2)+2:DataPositions(3)-1); 
        data3 = data(DataPositions(3)+2:length(data)); 
        if(isnan(str2double(data0))==0) 
            data0 = str2double(data0); 
            data_arrayPin(t) = data0; 
            array_all(2, t) = data0; 
            pinNumber = data0; 
        end 
        if(isnan(str2double(data1))==0) 
            data1 = str2double(data1); 
            data_arrayX(t) = data1; 
            array_all(3, t) = data1; 
            x = data1; 
        end 
        if(isnan(str2double(data2))==0) 
            data2 = str2double(data2); 
            data_arrayY(t) = data2; 
            array_all(4, t) = data2; 
            y = data2; 
        end 
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        if(isnan(str2double(data3))==0) 
            data3 = str2double(data3); 
            data_arrayZ(t) = data3; 
            array_all(5, t) = data3; 
            z = data3; 
        end 
        array_all(1, t) = toc; 
        time_array(t) = toc; 
    end 
    end 
  
%finds the min and max value in all of the three arrays (XYZ) 
max_minArray = zeros(1, 6); 
  
max_minArray(1) = max(data_arrayX((NoP*3):(end_time-NoP))); 
max_minArray(3) = max(data_arrayY((NoP*3):(end_time-NoP))); 
max_minArray(5) = max(data_arrayZ((NoP*3):(end_time-NoP))); 
max_minArray(2) = min(data_arrayX((NoP*3):(end_time-NoP))); 
max_minArray(4) = min(data_arrayY((NoP*3):(end_time-NoP))); 
max_minArray(6) = min(data_arrayZ((NoP*3):(end_time-NoP)));  
     
dataArrays = {array_all, data_arrayPin, data_arrayX, data_arrayY, 
data_arrayZ, time_array, NoP, end_time, max_minArray}; 
  
end 
 
function dataByPin = OrganizeData(dataArrays) 
%pull information out 
allData = dataArrays{1,1}; 
pins = dataArrays{1,2}; 
xData = dataArrays{1,3}; 
yData = dataArrays{1,4}; 
zData = dataArrays{1,5}; 
timeData = dataArrays{1,6}; 
NoP = dataArrays{1,7}; 
time_length = dataArrays{1,8}; 
  
%finds the amount of data points per sensor 
timePerPin = time_length / NoP; 
timePerPin = floor(timePerPin); 
mods  = mod(time_length, NoP); 
j = zeros(1, NoP); 
for jPins = 1:NoP 
    j(jPins) = 1; 
end 
  
%gets rid of bad data 
timeByPin = zeros(NoP, timePerPin-4); 
xValByPin = zeros(NoP, timePerPin-4); 
yValByPin = zeros(NoP, timePerPin-4); 
zValByPin = zeros(NoP, timePerPin-4); 
startpoint = NoP*3; 
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%organizes the XYZ and Time stamps by Sensor number 
for i = startpoint:(time_length - mods) 
    if(pins(i) > 0)  
        timeByPin(pins(i), (j(pins(i)))) = timeData(i); 
        xValByPin(pins(i), (j(pins(i)))) = xData(i); 
        yValByPin(pins(i), (j(pins(i)))) = yData(i); 
        zValByPin(pins(i), (j(pins(i)))) = zData(i); 
        j(pins(i)) = j(pins(i)) + 1; 
    end 
end 
dataByPin = {timeByPin, xValByPin, yValByPin, zValByPin, timePerPin}; 
end 
  
 
function ran = RunSinglePoint(allArrays, AoP, DM, NumPoints, max_minData) 
%runs when start is hit on the replay function 
NoP = NumPoints; 
arrayOfPoints = zeros(1, NoP); 
dotMatrix = DM; 
dataByPin = allArrays; 
timeByPin = dataByPin{1,1}; 
xValByPin = dataByPin{1,2}; 
yValByPin = dataByPin{1,3}; 
zValByPin = dataByPin{1,4}; 
timePerPin = dataByPin{1,5}; 
colorByPin = zeros(3, NoP, timePerPin); 
maxZ = max_minData(5); 
minZ = max_minData(6); 
  
%creates a color matrix prior to running the replay feature as to not slow 
%down matlab by performing calculations 
for p = 1:NoP 
    arrayOfPoints(p) = get(AoP(p), 'Children'); 
    for t = 1:(timePerPin-3) 
         threeColors = calcColor(zValByPin(p, t), maxZ, minZ); 
         colorByPin(1, p, t) = threeColors(1); 
         colorByPin(2, p, t) = threeColors(2); 
         colorByPin(3, p, t) = threeColors(3); 
    end 
end 
  
  
  
%moves the dots as well as  changes their color 
for t = 2:(timePerPin-3) 
    tic; 
    for p = 1:NoP 
        set(arrayOfPoints(p), 'xdata', xValByPin(p, t)); 
        set(arrayOfPoints(p), 'ydata', yValByPin(p, t)); 
        set(arrayOfPoints(p), 'Color', [colorByPin(1, p, t), colorByPin(2, p, 
t), colorByPin(3, p, t)]); 
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    end 
    time = timeByPin(9, t) - timeByPin(9, (t-1)); 
    timeMin = toc; 
    pause(time-timeMin); 
    drawnow; 
end 
  
  
  
  
ran = 1; 
         
end 
  
function colorNum = calcColor(forceVal, zMax, zMin) 
%this function simply calculates the color of a Z value 
  
fracVal = (forceVal - zMin) / (zMax - zMin); 
colorNum = zeros(1,3); 
  
if(fracVal >= 0.5) 
    colorNum(1) = (fracVal-0.5) * 2; 
    colorNum(2) = 0; 
    colorNum(3) = (1 - fracVal) * 2; 
elseif(fracVal < 0.5) 
    colorNum(1) = 0; 
    colorNum(2) = (0.5-fracVal)*2; 
    colorNum(3) = fracVal*2; 
end 
end 
  
 
function finished = CreateExcel(dataByPin, NoP, timePerPin) 
%creates an excel file with the average of each XYZ coordinate 
xValByPin = dataByPin{1,2}; 
yValByPin = dataByPin{1,3}; 
zValByPin = dataByPin{1,4}; 
  
xAvgByPin = zeros(1, NoP); 
yAvgByPin = zeros(1, NoP); 
zAvgByPin = zeros(1, NoP); 
  
  
for pin = 1:NoP 
    xAvgByPin(pin) = mean(xValByPin(pin, 1:(timePerPin-4))); 
    yAvgByPin(pin) = mean(yValByPin(pin, 1:(timePerPin-4))); 
    zAvgByPin(pin) = mean(zValByPin(pin, 1:(timePerPin-4))); 
end 
  
%you will have to change this depending on the amount of data points 
xlswrite('Pin Calibrations.xlsx', xAvgByPin, 'A1:I1'); 
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xlswrite('Pin Calibrations.xlsx', yAvgByPin, 'A2:I2'); 
xlswrite('Pin Calibrations.xlsx', zAvgByPin, 'A3:I3'); 
end 
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Appendix D: Bill of Materials 
 Quarter and eighth inch acrylic sheets 
 Taz5 3D printer 
 PLA plastic 
 MLX90363 Tri-axle Hall Effect Sensor 
 Solder 
 EcoFlex 0030 Silicone 
 Type DragonSkin 10 Silicone 
 Surface mount 0 ohm resistors 
 Surface mount 100 nF capacitors 
 Arduino Due 
 Neodymium Magnets 
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Appendix E: List of Engineering Drawings 
 
Figure 41: Engineering Drawing of the Top Layer Mold with Cap 1/2 
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Figure 42: Engineering Drawing of Cap 1 of the Top Layer Mold 
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Figure 43: Engineering Drawing of Cap 2 of the Top Layer Mold 
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Figure 44: Engineering Drawing of the Middle Layer Mold 
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Figure 45: Engineering Drawing of the Bottom Layer Mold with removable sides 
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Figure 46: Finalized test platform 
